
Lecture VII ( Feb 12, 2018)

Summary of Last Lecture: Wave- Particle Duality

After learning about Compton experiment, Louis De Broglie argued that if electromagnetic

waves can behave like particles as particles like electrons can also behave like waves.

A. Matter Waves or De Broglie Waves

The following two equations describe the de-Broglie hypothesis:

λ =
h

p
, f =

E

h
(1)

where p is the momentum of the particle.

p = mv (2)

For photons, which has m = 0, p = E/c.
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It is often useful to write expressions in terms of reduced Planck constant which is the Planck

constant divided by 2π, and is denoted as ~ (pronounced ”h-bar”):

~ =
h

2π
= 1.054571726(47) · 10−34Joule− sec (3)

The constant ~ is what lies at the heart of quantum science. Yes, it is a pretty small and

that is why quantum effects are usually irrelevant in macroscopic world. Readers will notice the

presence of ~ explicitly in all equations providing quantum description of a particle.

B. Experiments confirm De Broglie’s Theory

• A graduate student Walter Elsasser from Götinged University in Germany pointed out that

if de Broglie was right, electrons should show interference pattern when scattered from a

crystal... crystal is like a multi-slit version of double slit. If one accelerates electrons by 150

volts, their de Broglie wave length should be of the order of spacing between the crystals

and one should see interference pattern.

• Einstein who read the de Broglie’s thesis told Elsasser “ Young man, you are sitting on a

gold mine”.

• In 1926, at a conference in Oxford – annual conference of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, two experimentalist Clinton Davisson ( Bell Lab) and George

Thomson ( son of J. J. Thompson who proved that electron was a particle ), English physicist

from Aberdeen discussed the possibility of experimental test of De Broglie. These two

experimentalists independently saw the interference pattern when electrons scatter from a

crystal. They got Nobel prize in 1937. De Broglie got the Nobel in 1929.
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MYSTERIES OF MATTER: Two puzzles of classical Theory

ATOMIC SPECTRUM:

FIG. 1: H-atom spectrum

Early in the 20th century, it was known that everyday matter consists of atoms and that

atoms contain positive and negative charges. ( Note, neutrons were not discovered until 1930)

Furthermore, each type of atom, that is, each element, has a unique spectrum- a pattern of

wavelengths the atom radiates or absorbs . A particularly important spectrum, the spectrum of

atomic hydrogen, is shown in Figure (1).

The puzzle is: why we see only certain colors ( wave lengths )???

Note that it is quite distinct from black body spectrum, the spectrum of thermal radiations from

hot objects which contains all wave lengths.

(II) Instability of an ATOM

Planetary Model of ATOM: Atom consists of positively charged nucleus and electrons are

orbiting around this..

In planetary model of atom, note that unlike planets, the electrons orbiting around the

nucleus are charged particles
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According to Maxwell’s theory, a charged going around a circle should radiate and loose

energy and fall into the nucleus. That means that the atom is unstable.

1912 – Danish Physicist Neil Bohr proposes revolutionary theory of atom

Neil Bohr who was studying at Cavendish Lab attended a lecture by Rutherford, who

discovered planetary model of atom. He realized that Maxwell’s equations were a disaster from

the planetary model of the atom. Either the model is wrong or, something is wrong with classical

physics.

In trying to solve the above two puzzles, Bohr proposed revolutionary ideas, now known as

OLD QUANTUM THEORY.

BOHR MODEL

• In contrast to classical physics, electrons in an atom can exits only in certain orbits, n =

1, 2, 3.... as shown in Fig. (3) The integer n is called quantum number.

• For H-atom, the energies of these electrons is En = −13.6/n2 ev . 13.6 comes from a

constant that is determined by Planck constant and mass and charge of the electron.

• Occasionally, an atom somehow jumps from one energy state to another by radiating

the energy difference. If an atom jumps from state n to state m, , it will radiate energy

Em − En.

According to Einstein’s theory, we would say that the atom emits a photon of energy

Em − En, when it makes a quantum jump. The reverse is possible: An atom in a lower

energy state can absorb a photon with the correct energy and make a transition to the higher

state.

This formula was able to predict the spectrum of H-atom as shown in Fig. (1).
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A BC

Classical Theory-Unstable Atom
QuantumTheory-Stable Atom

  size of the orbit must corresponds to whole number of  
wave lengths of electron

FIG. 2: Unstable atom (left) and de Broglie waves (right)
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FIG. 3: Bohr orbits and de Broglie waves.
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